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I suffer from both inflammatory arthritis, which has severely affected my hands and 

wrists, hips and knees, as well as other joints, and fibromyalgia.  As a result of these 

conditions I suffer from constant, chronic pain and severe fatigue.  I am on several 

pain medications and anti-inflammatory medication to try and reduce my symptoms 

enough for me to cope. 

Despite this, I continue to work full time, although this is a major struggle and uses 

almost all my energy.  The only benefit I have every received was DLA.  I was 

awarded high rate mobility and low rate care component after I attended the appeal 

tribunal several years ago.  This has enabled me to obtain a car with hand controls 

and maintain my independence as I live alone and now walk with the aid of two 

sticks issued by my physiotherapist. 

Recently I was forced to apply for PIP, as my DLA award was due to end and I was 

living in North Lanarkshire, which had an early roll-out of PIP.  The whole process 

was extremely stressful and I was sent for a medical.  The early time of the medical, 

and the location, meant that the medical itself was exhausting, forcing me to take 

annual leave from my job to allow me to recover physically from the walking I had to 

do to get to the assessment centre (the disabled spaces were not particularly 

convenient). 

Approximately 6 weeks later I was told I had been awarded middle rate care 

component, but only low rate mobility component.  The result of this was to leave me 

so stressed that I was signed off work and suffered a massive flare up of my 

fibromyalgia, necessitating treatment at our local A&E. 

I immediately applied for a reconsideration and applied for a copy of the medical 

report.  It appears from this report that, despite observing that I struggled to walk, 

and was forced to stop and rest after approximately 12 metres, the author has made 

a finding that I am able to walk between 20 and 50m without difficulty, with the 

support of my sticks.  No explanation has been given for why this finding, which 

differs markedly for the observations, has been made. 

I have now been told that my application for reconsideration has been refused, in 

part because the decision maker does not accept I am as disabled as I claim 

because I am able to work full time! 

The result of this is that I continue to be off sick at present, in addition to the flare up 

in my conditions due to the stress I am now suffering panic attacks, and I am terrified 

that I am about to lose my job, because I now have no way to get to work.  This 

would then have the effect of causing me to lose my home, because I would be 



unable to pay the mortgage.  Public transport is not an option as I live in a village 

and work in the city. I am also likely to become housebound, losing all the 

independence I have worked so hard to maintain, because I am unable to walk the 

distance to the bus stop.  While I have applied for an appeal, I am aware the Court & 

Tribunal budget has just been halved therefore I have no idea how long it will take to 

come to appeal and I fear that I will lose everything before I can get to appeal! 


